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Furnished apartment for rent in Barceloneta

For those looking to stay in an apartment near to the sea, this furnished apartment for
rent  mid  term  in  Barceloneta  is  absolutely  ideal.  It  is  just  a  five-minute  walk  from
famed Barceloneta beach, and enjoys close proximity to the city centre shops and tourist
attractions as well. An interior designer has recently renovated this beachside property,
and the result is a bright, modern and elegant apartment located in a historic building.

There is 40m2 of space to be enjoyed, with the outdoor space of the white sand beach just
a few step away from the front door.  Inside the apartment,  large windows and high
ceilings create the feeling of space whilst allowing in plenty of natural light.

The one-bedroom,  one-bathroom property  features  modern sliding doors,  wooden floors,
high quality modern furniture, and a fully equipped modern kitchen. The living space is
open and comfortable thanks to the modern décor, and the apartment includes all modern
conveniences you could need such as air conditioning and heating, and a flat screen TV.
Linen, towels, glasses, pots, crockery and cutlery are provided. Please note this apartment
does not have elevator access. Steps away from the Mediterranean Sea, this furnished
apartment for rent in Barceloneta is close to the nearest metro station, local market,
and a short walk to everything in the city centre and Old Town.

The trendy gothic El Borne district, home to the magnificent church Santa Maria del Mar, is
also a quick walk away. Barceloneta is a lively part of Ciutat Vella (Old Town), and the
apartment itself sits on a quiet peaceful street with a wonderful local atmosphere. With
nearby stores, Catalan seafood restaurants, cafés, banks and everything you need for
your mid-length stay, this apartment offers plenty in the way of convenience.

See more information about this property on our website.
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1. Particulars: Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Chicroom Barcelona in the particulars or by word of
mouth or in writing ("information") as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Chicroom Barcelona nor any associated agent has any
authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, seller(s) or
lessor(s). Prior to the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out a
survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. 2. Photos etc: The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were
taken. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser. Any computer generated image gives only an indication as
to how the property may look and this may change at any time. 3. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any
necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been
properly dealt with and that all information is correct. 4. VAT: The VAT position relating to the property may change without notice. 5. Information on the web-site about a
property is liable to be changed at any time.
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